The feasibility of psychological upsets admittance in breast cancer risk factors index
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Abstract

Background:
There are few books in the sense that mental disorders can be harmful or harmless to the risk factors for the progression of breast cancer; which may be related to a new perspective on alternative therapies that may include genetics, immunology associated with hormonal factors. The variety of these book reviews encourages breast doctors to see this correspondence of better results.

Objectives:
Confirming statistical evidence that the link between psychiatric disorders and breast cancer confirms new allegations in management?

Patients and methods:
A retrospective case-control study of acute and chronic mental upset involving 620 breast patients from Jan. 2009 to Jan. 2020 halved equally in two groups, comparative survey between ages, gender, various psychiatric disorders, duration, histo-pathological type of breast cancer, and immunohistochemistry. Chi-square is designed individually to check the p value.

Results:
The statistical relationship between psychiatric disorders and breast cancer is determined by the negative link and its magnitude. Women are more likely to be affected than men with breast cancer apparently after fourteen years. Strong emotional response to PTSD (67.5%) of cases and Invasive ductal cell carcinoma is more common than other types. Fortunately (<15 %) account for positive HER2.

Conclusions:
Establishing this is associated with the need to adopt psychiatric disorders in a range of risk factors for breast cancer leading to increased better management.
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Introduction:
Breast cancer makes up 27% of cancer in young women and is the second leading cause of cancer in about 15 percent of the United States. It remains a major cause of death and illness which indicates the need for continuous effort to better understand the test. The effort, use of preventive strategies, and the development of better treatment. Therefore, further understanding of the risk factors for cancer is a matter of concern because the incidence and mortality vary with different factors including race and ethnicity.

Hormones, lifestyle, and environmental factors can increase the risk of breast cancer. But it is not clear why some vulnerable people get cancer and other vulnerable people have never had it. It is
possible that this cancer is caused by complex interactions between genes and environmental factors such as female genital mutilation, aging, and white women with multiple sclerosis; while American Africa has the highest mortality. Intrauterine weight at birth and height may take into account the risk factors associated with future breast cancer. Premature menstruation, late menstruation, late childbirth, and null parity also have the same legal effect while premature menstruation lowers circulating estrogen and reduces the level of interest and while prolonged breastfeeding reduces the risk of breast cancer.

Fatty acids and obesity increase the risk of breast cancer and reduce the incidence (9%) in those people who eat a low-fat diet and drink moderate alcohol can increase the risk of breast cancer by (2%) due to hormonal changes or due to effect of carcinogenic metabolite, and the reverse is true regarding decrease alcohol consumption; Active and passive smokers may increase the risk of cancer.

Family history holds (10%) of all cases of genetic breast cancer where the incidence is directly proportional to the affected numbers; This risk increases between one or two generations especially when a person moves from a low-risk area to high-risk countries and when later developed the level tends to rise sharply, this difference explains the natural influences especially dietary fats and attitudes.

Stem cell formation (BCSCs) has a strange definition and is thought to be nidus in tumor genesis and metastasis and is resistant to chemo- and radiotherapy, which is also considered mandatory. Recurrence of the disease after treatment. BCSCs are the basis of plant complexity, as they are able to reproduce and cause cancer cells to cover most of the tumor.( Mansi Shah & Cinzia Allegrucci, 2012: 155-66)

Emulating theory (BCSCs), the emergence of clonal cells suggests that different clones of cancer cells come in different pressures and minimal environmental effects, which may include chronic and external factors. (Nowell PC,1976: 23–8 ). Transformed cell clones may accumulate when increased hyper proliferation is associated with genetic instability. Tumor heterogeneity is caused by genetic variation, as well as the growth of mutant cells that do not include stem cells. ( Spencer SL, Albeck JG, Burke JM, Sorger PK,2009: 459). A tumor is the result of a series of random mutations and the emergence of clone cells that appear in growth resulting from activated oncogenes and / or genetically modified genes selected by Darwin's method.( Marusyk A, Almendro V, Polyak K,2012: 323–34).

The Psycho-physiological axis in breast cancer is still being investigated to determine if it is the cause or risk of oncogenesis that needs proper treatment and hopefully prevented. Among the various types of mental disorders; stress that may be severe (temporary) or chronic (recurrent or long-lasting).( Chida y, hamer m,2008 : 829-85 ), (Chrousos gp,2009 : 374-81 ) The exact mechanism is not fully understood but many speculations point to a chronic environment that can weaken the immune system causing diseases such as cancer and there is evidence that their function of both the immune system and the mutant plays a role in preventing recurrence for women with breast cancer. Lymphocytes and their cytokine release patterns are
involved in both primary and secondary breast cancer; also, cancer prognosis may be related to the state of the immune system. The hypothesis that the immune system plays a leading role in the etiology of breast cancer is supported by epidemiologic, preclinical, and clinical research, as well as strong support for the view that immune status and immunomodulatory therapy play an important role in holistic treatment of breast cancer. (Standish LJ, Sweet ES, Novak J, Wenner CA, Bridge C, Nelson A, Martzen M, Torkelson C et al, 2008: 158-68)

In addition, the main evidence is that stress hormones have similar effects of AMP-kinase inhibition that inhibit Anoikis (a specific type of programmed cell death) within normal mammary epithelial cells through a phospho-rich protein in astrocytes (PEA15) Ser116 phosphorylation. Therefore, inhibition of the axis of AMPK-PEA15 may prevent the spread of breast cancer and metastasis. (Srivanth K Hindupur, Sai A Balaji, Meera Saxena, Shubham Pandey, Gopalkrishnashetty Sreenivasmurthy Sravan, Namrata Heda et al., 2014: 16:420)

Chronic stress has also been shown to indicate high levels of IL-6 circulation that increase blood supply that can accelerate tumor growth and angiogenesis. (Nilsson MB, Langley RR, Fidler IJ, 2005: 10794-800), (WU S, Rodabaugh K, Martinez-Mazao, Watson JM, Silberstein DS, Boyer CM, et al., 1992: 997-1007), (Ell OK, Nishimoto R, Mediansky L, Mantell J, Hamovitch, 1992: 531-41)

The basics of cancer cell start are illustrated by Glen Russell and Punu Wai OrA who found that chronic stress causes cancer and described it in stages where:

SECTION 1 OF THE COLLECTION: UNFORGETTABLE SHOCK:

A person with "inevitable" or severe mental-emotional trauma, which affects deep sleep and melatonin production needs 18-24 months before the diagnosis of cancer because the hormone melatonin from the pineal gland inhibits the growth of cancer cells through interleukin 2 (IL-2).

SECTION 2 TERMS: ADRENALINE SUPPORT:

At the mitochondrial level, high cortisol may suppress adrenaline-induced glucose metabolism which produces low pH which causes the transformation of cancer-changing fungus into the next stage.

SECTION 3 CANCER: CANCER:

This yeast-like-fungus pleomorphism enters the nucleus to reproduce, releasing "mycotoxins", blocking DNA repair, tumor suppressor gene p53 and proto-oncogenes turn into oncogenes, causing cancer cell mutations.

SECTION 4 OF THE CANCER: NIACIN DEFICIENCY:

Decreased adrenaline also eliminates dopamine which is essential for tryptophan synthesis, the latter being needed for the synthesis of niacin / niacin amide (vitamin B3). Without niacin; cellular respiration is impaired due to glucose uptake which leads to cellular mutations and cancer.
SECTION 5 TERMS: VITAMIN C:

Ascorbic acid (vitamin C) is used by dopamine to make noradrenaline which is converted into adrenaline in the adrenal glands. Also, it reduces the stressful effect of adrenaline on the heart and blood pressure systems and prevents cell DNA damage in chronic stress conditions; continued loss of ascorbic acid with depleted adrenaline increases mitochondrial DNA damage and mutation, resulting in the conversion of normal cells into cancer cells.

SECTION 6 OF THE COURT: CULTURAL PRESSURE:

High stress hormones reduce serotonin and dopamine levels in the brain causing internal depression — as a person with unavoidable shock and prolonged stress, which in turn inhibits the production of interleukin-2 that stops T cells, B cells, natural killer cells, macrophages. , and the functions of neutrophils. In addition to immune cells, yeast-like fungus has a pleomorphized that causes cancer cells and continues to multiply. (Graham J, ramirez A, love S, Richards M, burgess C,2002 : 324)

Stress-neuroendocrine axis activation had a 30-fold increase in metastasis with β-Adrenergic stimulation with increasing penetration of CD11b + F4 / 80 + macrophages into the primary tumor and thus induced pro-metastatic gene expression associated with segregation of M2 macrophages. Treatment with β-antagonist propranolol reversed the entry of macrophage-induced stress and tumor that was prevented from spreading to distant tissues. The effects of stress on distant metastasis are also prevented by vivo macrophage suppression using (CSF-1 receptor kinase inhibitor GW2580). These neural regulators are novel breast cancer metastasis as well, propose new (anti-metastatic) therapeutic strategies targeting β-adrenergic pro-metastatic gene expression into primary breast cancer.

A large meta-analysis of up to 131 studies linked chronic stress to increased breast cancer developed by the activity of a sympathetic nervous system that did not show a significant effect on primary growth but improved metastatic proliferation with effects on both primary growths metastasis and tumor cell extravasation / colonization of distant target tissues; the findings suggest that stress may contribute to the progression of cancer and link Beta-blocker use with reduced metastasis and breast cancer-related mortality. (Algazi M, plu-Bureau G, flahault A, dondon MG, le MG,2004 : 535–41).

Activating transcription factor (ATF3) in response to stress conditions in all cell types plays an important role in promoting breast cancer metastasis. The exposure of ATF3 to stromal cells, but not epithelial cancer cells, is associated with more severe clinical outcomes, and this gene, probably represents the major cause of cancer death and its spread. In addition (ATF3) stimulates the body's own cells to move around and provide the cancer with a way out of other parts of the body. This type of depression may one day work as a drug target to combat cancer metastasis if additional studies produce these results, (Chris C. Wolford, stephen J. mc conoughey, swati P. Jalgaonkar, marino Leon, anand S. merchant et al, 2013 : 2754-3183).

Cortisol is an inducer of aromatase activity and treatment and a glucocorticoid inhibitor (RU486) results in a loss of aromatase activity that reflects cortisol involvement in this process. The promotion of breast cancer development with longer or higher cortisol in times of stress, therefore, occurs due to increased estrogen production. (Simpson E, ackerman G, smith M, mendelson C,1981: 5690–4 ), (Schmidt M, loffler G,1997 : 197–204 ).

That is why the conversion of androgens to estrogen in stromal cells by the enzyme aromatase and its activity increases in stromal areas surrounding breast tissue and may promote the growth of breast cancer cells in vitro. (Simpson E,2003: 225–30 ), (Brodie A, Lu Q, nakamura J,1997 : 281–6 ).

Histone deacetylase inhibitor is a cancer treatment agent. The mechanism. (Bulun S, price T, aitken J, mahendroo M, simpson E,1993 : 1622–8) responsible for HDACI activation is unclear but the receptor 5 (DR5) causes cell death when it binds to TRAIL (tumor necrosis factor-related apoptosis-inducing ligand) or agonistic anti-DR5 monoclonal antibody, and a combination of TRAIL / agonistic anti-DR5 anti-DR5 monoclonal antibody and agents that increase DR5 exposure are expected as a new cancer treatment strategy. ATF3 stress response genes were needed for the effective use of DR5 by HDACI, and DR5 tests showed that ATF3 plays a key role in activating HDACIs in the DR5 gene expression. This provides important insights into how HDACIs show pro-apoptotic activity in anti-cancer treatment when used in combination with other treatment strategies. (Jia Liu, makoto Edagawa, hiroto Goshima, makoto Inoue, hideo Yagita, Zhonghu Liu ,ShigetakaKitajima et al,2014: 320–6 ).

An American cancer researcher found a direct proportion of high levels of stress due to aggression and was particularly affect black and Spanish women . (American Association for Cancer Research, Sept. 19, 2011. <http://www.aacr.org >), and Greek philosopher and physician Galen suggested that "melancholy" women are more likely to develop breast cancer and that if a person is psychologically affected, it affects the hormonal system that consequently depressed immune system. We can say that although psychological factors do not directly affect cancer, they do play a role in supporting it. ( http://www.experts123.com/q/can-psychological-factors-cause-cancer.html)

Link between major life events with breast cancer and the relationship found between life events collection and increased risk of breast cancer in Poland such as divorce, death of husband, and death of a close relative or friend. (Joanna Kruk PhD, hassan Y.Abour-Enein,2004399-408 ), (Kirsi Lillberg ,pia K,Verkasalo ,jaakko Kaprio et al,2003 : 415-23).
Objective:
Confirming statistical evidence on the relationship between psychiatric disorders and breast cancer confirms new allegations in management?

Patients and methods:
This is a case-control study that includes (620 patients) undergoing breast surgery for both benign and malignant lesions, from January 2009 to January 2020, average age (20-79) years (45.5) years; a total of six were men and the rest were women.

Patients were divided into two equal groups in both benign and malignant breast diseases. Those with malignant disease are considered a cases group while controlling one of those with benign one. Data collected from Al-Elwiya Maternity teaching Hospital, Al-Kindy Teaching Hospital and Private Clinics.

The study answered detailed questions including age, gender, psychological information (types, duration), histopathological type of breast cancer and immunohistochemistry of the three harmful receptors.

The 20-years interval is divided groups till age of eighty years. The types of psychiatric disorders considered by patients diagnosed by psychiatrists and their sequence in their lives from baseline to the onset of malignancy in case group.

Mastectomy, local tumor excision or breast conserving surgery with axillary dissections performed for all those in case group. Types of mammary cancer documented in sheet of this study from histo-pathological and immune-histo-chemical study of malignant specimens to evaluate the state of estrogen, progesterone and Erb₂ receptors in malignant specimens.

Results:
The study included (310) patients diagnosed with breast cancer classified as age group (20-79). Breast cancer was most common in the fourth and fifth decades of life as shown in Table (1).

Table 1: Number of patients with breast mass in both groups according to age groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Benign</th>
<th>Malignant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20-39</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-59</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60-79</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The chi-square statistic is 57.8569. The p-value is < 0.00001.
Six (twenty-two in total) were men and two hundred and fifty were women who showed male genders and the risk of breast cancer less than (1%) compared to (80.6%) women in this study as shown in (table. 2).

**Table 2: Number of patients with malignant breast mass according to gender.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Benign</th>
<th>Malignant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The chi-square statistic is 8.666. The $p$-value is .003242.

Mental disorders in both patients groups were divided into acute, acute on chronic and chronic forms (77.40%) in the case group and (27.41%) in the control group as shown in (table.3).

**Table 3. Types of psychological upset severity in both groups.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Severity</th>
<th>Benign</th>
<th>Malignant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acute</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acute on chronic</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The chi-square statistic is 3.2612. The $p$-value is .195808. The result is not significant at $p < 05$.

The duration in months of psychological upsets shown in (table .4)

**Table 4: psychological upset duration in months in both groups.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Benign</th>
<th>Malignant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chi-square statistic is 61.3372. The $p$-value is < 0.00001
Where latent time of malignant mass appearance before Unescapable shock were (28, 38, and 76 months) respectively.

The Types of psychological diseases dominate in case group shown in (table.5)

Table 5: Types of psychological diseases in both groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types</th>
<th>Benign</th>
<th>Malignant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acute severe emotional reaction</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTSD</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The chi-square statistic is 116.3443. The p-value is < 0.00001.

Where acute sever psychological upset and (PTSD) might contribute to almost (67.5 %) of cases, anxiety with depressive disorder account for the other (36.25%).

Histo-pathological types of breast cancer become evident after surgery where invasive ductal cell carcinoma is the most common type as shown in (figure 1).

![Figure 1: Percentage of patients according to types of malignancy.](image)

Immune histo-chemistry are spectrum of results that carry importance in modulating strategy of treatment and clues for prognosis. Collecting or orphaned positive receptors rating almost (61.2 %) of cases while the analogous negative receptors cope with the rest (38.70 %). expression of HER2 receptors in almost (15 %) mostly premenopausal age group table (6).
Table 6: Immunohistochemistry receptors status.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Immunohistochemistry</th>
<th>Benign</th>
<th>malignant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ER,PR +VE</td>
<td>not done</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ER,PR -VE</td>
<td>not done</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRIPLE -VE</td>
<td>not done</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HER2 +VE</td>
<td>not done</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The chi-square statistic is 116.3443. The $p$-value is < 0.00001.

Discussion:

Prolonged exposure of breast tissue to sex hormones has a higher chance of developing genetic mutations with less potent remodeling as breast cancer is more prevalent over the years (Table 1).

Being a woman is a higher risk of developing breast cancer, compared to low hormones and ineffective breast function in men. This describes the spread of the disease in the female gender (Table 2).

Psychological upset is not a substantiated risk factor for the cause of this disease with very few literatures concerning this aspect. By this research we have try to correlate these relations in preclinical, clinical and statistical trends; malignant lesions display significant relevance while benign one is not; as the former exhibit (77.40%) while the later demonstrate (27.41%) nexus with psychological disorders (tables 3). the non-significant p value might be due to patient inaccurate answer to questionnaire in consequence of socio-cultural reasons.

Acute and acute on chronic psychological upsets account for almost (75%) of positive cases and all were competent with time interval of each (Table 4). These explain by the time were sectarian violence that happened in Iraq in 2006 which extend up to three years (12). As the major life events and the timing of stress exposure has an effect on breast cancer risk, with early life stress exhibiting the association with breast cancer development. (Lilia Antonova, kristan Aronson, christopher R Mueller,2011: 208 ), (Joanna Kruk, hassan Y. aboul-Enein,2004 : 399–40).


The other (25%) from favorable circumstances provides a permanent form; chronic stress response and stress differentiates the immune response as a result of previous or similar stress experiences, depending on the type and severity of mental diseases, gender, or age. Both stress.
and depression are associated with a decrease in cytotoxic T-cells and natural-killer-cell activities that affect antibodies, as well as events that control the development and collection of somatic mutations and genomic instability. Better understanding of bidirectional interactions between neuroendocrine and antibodies influences new clinical and therapeutic strategies (Edna Maria Vissoci Reiche, Sandra Odebrecht Vargas Nunes, Helena Kaminami Morimoto, 2004: 617–25).

Various studies have suggested that changes observed in immunological activities among those with life-threatening episodes. (Schleifer SJ, Keller SE, Camerino M, et al., 1983: 374–7). Other noted stress-induced disorders in neuroendocrine industries that may increase the production of various hormones, the findings of which may explain changes in the hormonal environment. (Hilakivi-Clarke L, Rowland J, Clarke R, et al., 1993: 141–60).

The opposing view states that the link between life events and the risk of breast cancer has been scientifically proven, but no studies have established a direct link between physiologic changes associated with these events and breast carcinogenesis. (Cohen S, Herbert TB, 1996: 113–42).

In this study, the major emotional distress (PTSD) was (67.5%) while anxiety and depression (36.25%) showed a chronic form (table 5); these percentages may support a foundation that officially links all forms of resentment and cause or contribute to growth. (John R. Jacobs and Gregory B. Bovasso, 2000: 669–78), (McKenna, Molly C. et al., 1999: 520–31).

Concerning other aspect showed no discrepancy found with histopathological types after surgery; invasive ductal cell carcinoma is still the commonest variant of breast cancer representing (89%) of all cases (fig.1).

Utilizing genetic information assorts breast cancers into four groups for best treatment that include:

- Group 1 (luminal A). ER positive and PR positive, but negative for HER2 treated by hormonal therapy and may benefit from chemotherapy accounting (46.77%).
- Group 2 (luminal B). ER positive, PR negative and HER2 positive remedied by chemotherapy and may benefit from hormone therapy and treatment targeted to HER2.
- Group 3 (HER2 positive). ER negative and PR negative, but HER2 positive treated by chemotherapy and treatment targeted to HER2; representing (14.51%).
- Group 4 (basal-like). Also called triple-negative, tumors that are ER negative, PR negative and HER2 negative. Are likely treated by chemotherapy which is (17.74%) (Table 6).

Over-expression of HER2 oncogene has been also shown to play an important role in the development and progression of certain aggressive types of breast cancer. Fortunately, small percent (14.51%) of our patients demonstrate this positivity.

Understanding all these steps and making it applicable in the management of breast cancer reduce both cost of treatment, comorbidity and mortality for both primary tumor and prevention of metastatic form by simple pharmaceutical agent like Beta blocker especially if path of metastasis via sympathetic system have proved with further studies and researches.
Enrolling psychological upset in the risk factors of breast cancer can modify types of treatment and expand spectrum of management ranging from commencement of event that need time from inescapable shock till appearance of primary lesion especially those women with other factors who are more vulnerable for breast cancer.

Further meta-analysis studies to prove psychological upsets as a risk factor may escalate treatments at different level of tumor growth with simple replacement of vitamins, immune modulating agent to biological therapy. This may extend to simple mastectomy with direct reconstructive measure in high-risk patients.

Encouraging outcome to decrease morbidity and mortality rates when combining with BRCA studies especially those patients with significant family history where prophylactic simple mastectomy with immediate reconstructive surgeries is achieved.

In conclusion Invention of this concoction proposed the need to inscribe psychological upset in list of breast cancer risk factors which consequently escalating management according to type of mechanisms and at any stage.
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